Seasonal Analysis of Cloud-To-Ground Lightning Flash Activity in the Western Antarctica
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Abstract: This paper presents a seasonal analysis of cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning flash activity in the Western Antarctica using a lightning detector sensor installed at the Carlini Base station. Data obtained from the detection system between February and December 2017 were analyzed. Three common locations and areas of composite active thunderstorms (labelled storm regions A, B, and C) were detected by the sensor within a 1000 km radius from the station. Storm region A was located to the northwest (N/W) of the station and covered the Amundsen/Bellingshausen Sea (ABS), whereas storm region C was located on the southeastern (S/E) side of the station over the Weddell Sea (WS), with distances ranging from 500 to 800 km and bearings of 270° to 360° and 90° to 180°, respectively. Storm region B was located around 100 km from the station with the bearings of stroke taken from 0° to 360°. A total of 2,019,923 flashes were detected, of which 43.01% were positive CG and 56.99% were negative CG flashes. The analysis revealed that more than 96% of the CG flashes (both positive CG and negative CG) were produced during the summer and fall seasons as compared with less than 4% during the winter and spring seasons. Most detected lightning strokes (>85%) were located in the central area around the station produced by storm region B and less than 15% were produced by storm region A and storm region C, located in the ocean areas over the Amundsen/Bellingshausen Sea and the Weddell Sea.
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1. Introduction

Lightning is electrical discharge that occurs during thunderstorms. It occurs in a cloud called intra-cloud (ICs) and between two clouds called cloud-to-cloud (CCs). The most common is cloud-to-ground (CGs) lightning with “lowered down” or “brought up” electrical charges from thundercloud or ground to the surface of the Earth or thundercloud. There are two types of downward CGs, namely, positive CG (+CG) when the initial process starts close to the positive charge center inside the cloud and develops in the downward direction towards the ground and negative CG (-CG) when the process starts close to the negative charge center inside the cloud [1,2]. A narrow bipolar pulse (NBE) is a unique type of IC that occurs within or near the convective core of a thunderstorm [3,4]. Typically, a thundercloud consists of two main charge centers, i.e., a positive center at the top with an altitude of close to 10 km in temperate summer storms and a negative charge center at the bottom at altitudes of between 6 and 8 km [5]. This type of charge structure is known as a dipole charge structure. In addition, there are small amounts of positive charge below the main negative charges at altitudes where the temperature is near or above freezing. Most thunderstorms have a dipole or tripole structure, also known as normal charge distribution.

Recent studies by Chan and Mohamed [6] examined the occurrence of tropical +CG lightning and its relationship with the monsoon season in Pekan, Malaysia. Their findings revealed that of the total lightning flashes, 21.91% were +CG and 78.09% were -CG flashes. Additionally, a higher number of lightning flashes occurred during the dry season, between May to September, as compared with the rainy season, between October to December, in 2015, which implies that the rainy season does not affect the frequency of lightning. Herrera et al. [7] reported the analysis of 14 years of CG lightning activity in Columbia using a stroke grouping algorithm. They found 74% and 26% of the occurrences were negative and positive flashes, respectively. Both of these studies reported similar results, i.e., CG flashes formed more than 70% of the total number of flashes. Hazmi et al. [8] reported the characteristics of 77 electrical field changes of +CG flashes in Indonesia. They observed that the arithmetic mean (AM) and geometric mean (GM) values for zero to 100% and 10% to 90% rise time were 12.7 μs, 11.9 μs and 6.1 μs, 5.8 μs, respectively. Fan et al. [9] observed 202 lightning flashes, in China, and detected a peak lightning rate of 28 times/5 min, the average number of return strokes of -CG was 2.4, and found only one return stroke of +CG. Ahmad et al. [10] suggested that the occurrence of +CG flashes are latitude dependent. Thunderstorms tend to have higher cloud tops and elevated mixed-phase regions when the latitude decreases from northern regions to the tropics. Storms in tropical regions (typically tripole charge structures) produce a small number of +CG flashes as compared with storms in high latitude regions (some storms have an inverted charge structure).

In some cases, the charge structure of a thundercloud can show inverted polarity, in which the main negative charge is above the positive charge [11]. These storms tend to produce significant amounts of +CG lightning flashes and inverted polarity intracloud flashes; these are prevalent in areas such as the USA high plains region [12]. Other studies during warm-season storms in the Central Great Plains (CGP) and upper Midwest have also shown that most of the storms in these areas produce a prevalence of +CG rather than -CG flashes [12–16]. Orville and Huffines [17] reported that the annual average percentages of positive flashes in the CGP and upper Midwest regions were higher than 20%. Li et al. [18] observed the charge structure of isolated thunderstorms using a very high frequency three-dimensional lightning mapping system and Doppler radar on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. They found that the charge structures showed negative dipole polarity during both the initial development and the mature stages of the thunderstorms. Wiens et al. [19] examined the lightning and charge structure evolution of the 29 June 2000 tornadic supercell during the Severe Thunderstorm Electrification and Precipitation Study (STEPS). They found that 90% of the CG flashes were +CG flashes. The charge structure in the later (severe) phase was more complex but maintained what could be roughly described as an inverted tripole structure, dominated by a deep mid-level, 5 to 9 km mean sea level (MSL), region of positive charge. One of the aims of the STEPS project was to develop a good understanding of those storms that produce predominantly +CG lightning with inverted polarity as compared with ordinary thunderstorms [16].
Wayan Suparta [20] found a significant correlation between precipitable water vapor (PWV) and solar activity with correlation coefficients of 0.74, 0.77, 0.64, and 0.69 for four geomagnetic storms. Another study examined the ionospheric total electron (TEC) variation during the occurrence of lightning in the Antarctic Peninsula [21]. The results showed that the increment of TEC was 0.2 to 0.4 TECU and 0.4 to 1.0 TECU for lightning energy loss and more than 10 million rms during low and active storm activity. Moreover, they also studied the features of GPS PWV variation associated with lightning activity in the Peninsular Malaysia and also worked on the modeling to accurately estimate the PWV from the ground-based GPS receiver [22,23].

The weather and climate in the Antarctic region, tropics, and midlatitudes are mutually connected. The weather and climate in the Antarctica and the Southern Ocean are highly influenced by the topographic features of the Antarctica [24] and the sea ice extent in the seas that surround the continental landmass. The topography of the Antarctic is generally separated into eastern and western regions as shown in Figure 1. Most of the continental Antarctica, including the dry Antarctic plateau, is located in the eastern part, whereas only a small fraction of continental Antarctica belongs to the western part. On the one hand, the high elevation of the Antarctic plateau and the lower amounts of water vapor can result in fewer cloud occurrences in the eastern continental region as compared with the western one [25]. On the other hand, the location of the Antarctic Peninsula on the western region can experience warmer temperatures than the eastern region due to the surrounding seawater [26].

![Figure 1. The topography of the Antarctica covered the eastern, western and the surrounding seas [25].](image)

Antarctic clouds are a significant part of the global climate dynamic [27–30], as well as a main source of charge electrification that produces lightning. The cloud occurrences in the Antarctica also play an important role in lightning activity of this region. According to Spinhirne et al. [31], they reported two types of clouds over the Antarctica, known as stratus clouds below 3 km and cirrus-form clouds above 3 km, with cloud top altitudes of around 12 km and thicknesses of usually around
1.3 km. The average cloud fraction varies from over 93% for ocean and coastal regions to a consistent average of 40% over the Eastern Antarctic plateau and 60% to 90% over Western Antarctica. These measurements were the first analysis using the space-based lidar measurements in the Antarctica.

Adhikari et al. [25] provided a high-quality dataset of cloud properties over the Antarctic region between June 2006 and May 2010. A combination of Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) and CloudSat cloud masks were used to calculate the cloud thickness (CTH), cloud base height above mean sea level (MSL) \( (H_{\text{base}}) \), cloud top height above mean sea level (MSL) \( (H_{\text{top}}) \), and mean maximum equivalent radar reflectivity factor \( (Z_{\text{max}}) \) for each cloud layer. In their studies, the clouds were classified into four classes, namely, high-level, middle-level, low-level, and deep cloud based on the \( H_{\text{base}} \) and CTH. For the high-level cloud, the \( H_{\text{base}} \) was more than or equal to 6 km; for the middle-level cloud \( H_{\text{base}} \) ranged from 2 km to less than 6 km, and for low-level cloud the \( H_{\text{base}} \) was less than 2 km. Additionally, the CTHs for all types of clouds were less than 6 km. However, the \( H_{\text{base}} \) for deep cloud was less than 2 km and the CTH more than or equal to 6 km. Their findings reported stark differences in the vertical extent of clouds over the Eastern and Western Antarctica and between clouds over the land and ocean. The cloud occurrence recorded over the Western Antarctica, including the Antarctic Peninsula, was higher at all vertical levels (50% at 1 to 2 km and 30% up to 8 km) than over the Eastern Antarctica which had occurrence frequencies of 25% to 30% at 1 to 3 km and less than 10% above 5 km. In addition, clouds were observed at greater heights over the Western Antarctica as compared with the Eastern Antarctica. While the occurrence frequency and the vertical extent over the ocean were higher, between 10 to 11 km for all seasons, the vertical height over land was up to 8 km in all seasons, except in summer.

Most of the studies related to lightning have been carried out in East Asia, Europe, the United States, Japan, and South America. Very little research on lightning has been carried out in high latitude regions such as in the polar regions, however, studies on lightning occurrences in this region are scarce because of the lack of observational lightning data. Hence, accurate lightning data of high efficiency in the Antarctic region is necessary to better understand lightning activity over the Antarctic area. This paper reports an investigation of CG lightning flash occurrences using a lightening detector (LD) sensor installed at the Carlini Base on the western part of the Antarctica. Data obtained from the lightning system from February to December 2017 were analyzed. Three locations and areas of composite active thunderstorms were examined in the observations. The number of lightning flashes and the percentage of +CG and −CG flashes were analyzed during the four seasons in the Western Antarctica.

2. Data and Methodology

2.1. Instrumentation

In mid-January 2017, a Boltek Lightning Detector (LD-350) was installed on the roof of the Calbido Laboratory building at the Carlini Base (CARL: 62.23° S, 58.63° W) on the Antarctic Peninsula (Figure 2). The measurements were based on a single station to specifically study the lightning activity in this region. The LD is a long-range lightning detector based on magnetic direction finding (MDF). It measures the radiated impulse from the lightning discharge as far away as 480 km and up to 960 km if the sensor detects strong storms at a particular time. The complete LD system consists of a lightning sensor (ANT-2) and NexStorm (Version 1.9), the lightning detection software that displays the lightning data on a map on the computer screen. Advanced signal processing in the software improves distance accuracy, reducing the effects of stroke-to-stroke variations in stroke energy. The system is able to detect low frequency (LF) radio signals ranging from 30 to 300 kHz which are emitted by the electrical discharge during the lightning. The LD-350’s direction finding antenna was used to determine the direction of the lightning signal. The LD-350’s receiver captured the signal strength to calculate the distance of the lightning stroke. The detection efficiency of the LD system is hundreds of nanoseconds in locating the occurrence of lightning [32]. The additional details for the instrumentations are given in Yusop et al. [33].
2.2. Location of the Storm Detected by the LD Sensor

The LD sensor provided the location of the captured strokes every second. Figure 2 shows the three areas of lightning strokes identified as storm region A, storm region B, and storm region C which were captured by the LD system on 21 February 2017. These represent composite storms occurring over 24 h and are made up of several individual storms. The lightning sensor detected storm region B which occurred closest to the Carlini Base station, within a distance of less than 100 km, and the bearings of stroke were taken from 0° to 360°. Storm region A was located to the northwest (N/W) while storm region C was located to the southeast (S/E) with the distances ranging from 500 to 800 km and bearings ranging from 270° to 360° and 90° to 180°, respectively. The values for distance and bearings of stroke were strictly taken into consideration in the CG flash analysis.

2.3. Instrument Verification

The LD system was compared to a fast antenna (FA) system by using 100 samples (matched stroke). The FA is a well-known and accurate lightning measurement. Additional details for the instrumentations are given in [10,34,35]. A total of 100 samples were analyzed, detected by the LD system and selected as those that matched with strokes detected by the FA system at the exact time and quadrant. The comparison of return stroke (RS) shows that the LD system captured the RS with a maximum number of three, while the FA system captured a maximum number of nine in this analysis. Table 1 shows the RS detected by the LD system at 68348 s. Figure 3a illustrates the RS detected by fast (FA) and slow (SA) electric field with magnetic field records from north-south (BF-NS) and east-west (BF-EW) loop antenna systems and Figure 3b shows the expanded view of the fast field signal including each of the RS.

The number of RS detected by the LD and FA systems are shown in Figure 4. The y-axis represents the number of RS detected by both systems and the x-axis represents the number of samples. As can be seen from Figure 4, the ratio of the minimum and maximum RS was in the range between one and three where the ratio is calculated based on the number of RS obtained by the FA divided by the number of RS obtained by the LD system. We also found that the detection efficiency of both systems for detecting the +CG and IC flash were 100% matched. No −CG flashes were detected throughout the analysis. On the basis of the information available in the literature (Section 1), the occurrence of positive ground flashes is relatively rare as compared with negative ground flashes in the tropical region [36,37].
Table 1. The return stroke (RS) captured by the LD system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Bearing</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Stroke Type</th>
<th>Stroke Polarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68347</td>
<td>348.69</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68348</td>
<td>249.52</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68348</td>
<td>252.46</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68348</td>
<td>254.31</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68349</td>
<td>345.26</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. The RS captured by the (a) fast antenna (FA) system and (b) the expanded view of the fast field signal.
2.4. Data Processing

Data collection from the LD system was used in the analysis of CG lightning flashes. The data were organized in the following sequence: time in seconds, bearing, distance, stroke type, and polarity of the stroke. Since the sensor was installed in mid-January 2017, only data recorded from February to December 2017 were taken for the purpose of analysis. All data were recorded at local Argentinian time (ART). For the seasonal analysis, the dataset was divided into four seasons following the Antarctic seasons, i.e., the austral summer, December to February (DJF); fall, March to May (MAM); winter, June to August (JJA); and spring, September to November (SON). The location and area of the storms obtained from the LD are shown in Figure 2 using Matlab code. Meanwhile, Google Earth software was used only to plot the exact location and area of the storm from the station obtained from LD, and whether the storm occurred over land or ocean. Then, the LD data was compared to the World-Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) data where the WWLLN sensor was installed at the Rothera station. The WWLLN data used in this study that covered the period from 2013 to 2017 (http://wwlln.net) were extracted from the WWLLN database. The WWLLN consists of over 70 stations worldwide [38]. It monitors lightning strokes in real time using electromagnetic radiation in a very low frequency (VLF) range, (3 to 30 kHz). For the WWLLN data, the area of the stroke taken was confined by −50° S to −80 °S and −30 °W to −90 °W and covered all strokes displayed from the LD system, in 2017, as shown in the dark blue area in Figure 2. The following two characteristics were used to classify the types of lightning stroke using the LD data: stroke type and polarity of the stroke given in digital format 0 or 1 (CG or IC) and 0 or 1 (positive or negative), respectively. After the classification process, the data underwent the classification mechanism to determine one complete flash within 1 s. In this study, stroke refers to the individual lightning stroke captured during the lightning discharge, whereas flash is a complete process within 0.5 to 1 s which consists of several processes such as preliminary breakdown, step leader, return stroke, etc.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Observation and Occurrence of CG Lightning Flashes in the Western Antarctica

The CG lightning flashes were analyzed and classified based on the parameters discussed in Section 2, i.e., the flash type, polarity of stroke, bearings, and distance of stroke from the Carlini Base.
station during the summer campaign of 2017. As a result, a total of 2,019,923 flashes were detected in this study, consisting of 43.01% +CG and 56.99% −CG flashes. The results, presented in Table 2, show that the amount of +CG flashes found was very significant at 43% and the ratio of +CG to −CG flashes was relatively high as compared with previous studies on observation and occurrences of +CG flashes carried out in other geographical regions [6,7,10,36,37,39]. In general, around 90% of the total CG flashes found were −CG while the other 10% were +CG [1,5,40]. However, as discussed by Ahmad et al. [10], the occurrence of +CG flashes is latitude dependent. Storms in tropical regions produce a small number of +CG flashes as compared with storms in high latitude regions. In other words, +CG flashes are more prevalent at high latitudes, and thus it can be expected that +CG flashes are also prevalent on the Antarctic Peninsula.

Table 3 summarizes the total number and percentage of CG lightning flashes for each month in 2017. In January, there were no lightning data because the LD was installed in mid-January and the detector was still in the testing stage at that time. Clearly, the most frequent occurrences of lightning flashes were recorded by the LD at the beginning of the year, from February to April 2017, in the range of 20%–40%, respectively. In contrast, analysis showed lower occurrences of CG flashes, i.e., below 1%, were observed for the remaining months from May to December 2017.

Table 2. The ratio of positive cloud-to-ground (+CG) and −CG flashes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flashes</th>
<th>Total Lightning Flashes</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+CG</td>
<td>868,691</td>
<td>43.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−CG</td>
<td>1,151,232</td>
<td>56.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The total number of CG lightning flashes for each month, in 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Total Lightning Flashes</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>643,196</td>
<td>31.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>530,231</td>
<td>26.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>772,531</td>
<td>38.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>10,392</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>14,174</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>16,914</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>12,521</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>7023</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>8633</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>2226</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>2082</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 presents the distribution of the number of CG lightning flashes from February to December 2017 for storm region A, storm region B, and storm region C. Referring to Section 2, the analysis was based on three locations and areas of the composite storms which were detected by the LD sensor. For storm region A and storm region C, the number of flashes increased at the beginning of fall from February to March with the ratio of 1.259 and 1.865, respectively. The values given on the lines between the symbols are the flash rate ratio. The flash rate ratio is calculated based on the value of the current month divided by the value of the previous month, for example, March flash rate divided by the February flash rate. However, the ratio for storm region B decreased slightly to about 0.770 before reaching 1.515, similar to storm region A in April. The graph also clearly shows that the number of flashes for all storms decreased drastically from April to May at the end of the fall season. Additionally, the number of flashes was significantly reduced for storm region B with the ratio reaching almost zero.

The pattern of the flash rate for all storms showed that there was more lightning activity at the end of summer in February until the end of fall in May as compared with the winter and spring seasons from June to November. Despite the graph showing quite similar patterns for all storms (storm regions A, B, and C), storm region B showed a large number of CG flashes (more than 600
thousand) as compared with storm region A and storm region C (which produced no more than 40 thousand CG flashes). This is because the LD sensor installed at the station was located closer to storm region B, which was within 100 km of the station and so detection efficiency was much higher for storm region B than storm region A and storm region C which were located between 500 and 800 km away from the LD sensor. Therefore, storm region B should reasonably produce more CG flashes as compared to the other two storms (storm regions A and C) because of its location closer to the installed sensor.

Figure 5. Distribution of CG lightning flashes per month for (a) storm region A, (b) storm region B, and (c) storm region C, in 2017.

3.2. The Five-Year Temporal Distribution of Lightning Strokes

The distribution of lightning strokes was analyzed over a five year period between 2013 and 2017 based on lightning data recorded by the WWLLN system and one year recorded data from the LD system, as shown in Figure 6, in order to analyze the lightning stroke occurrences and the pattern of stroke distribution in the Western Antarctica region. Overall, a total of $1.12 \times 10^8$ lightning stroke occurrences were recorded by the LD system as compared with only 17,648 lightning stroke occurrences recorded by the WWLLN system. The LD stroke count was found to be approximately six thousand times higher than the WWLLN system in 2017. As reported by Hutchins et al. (2012), Abarca et al. (2010), Rodger et al. (2009), and Rudlosky and Shea (2013), the WWLLN system is able to detect lightning locations accurately to within about 5 km with a timing accuracy of 15 μs and an estimated overall stroke detection efficiency of 11% [41–44]. The detailed explanations of the results are given in Yusop et al. [33].

Figure 6a shows that the pattern of strokes distribution within the five years is comparable to the LD data, with more numerous and more intense strokes produced during the summer and fall as compared with winter and spring seasons throughout the observation. In total, 91,501 and 32,144 strokes were observed by the WWLLN system from January to May and Jun to December, respectively.

Figure 6b presents the distribution of the number of strokes using the LD data, except for January because the lightning sensor was installed mid-January 2017 and the data were still at the testing
stage. We found that 40% of the total number of strokes were produced in April during mid-fall. Surprisingly the number of strokes dropped sharply from 45,511,286 to 169,951 strokes for the following month before it became more or less consistent until the end of December. Since the numbers of strokes are slightly lower by the end of fall (May) to the start of summer (December) 2017, the expansion of Figure 6b is shown in Figure 6c. From Figure 6c, a pattern of consistent stroke distribution can be seen between May and December 2017. From this figure, the total percentage of lightning strokes obtained is small, around 0.98% between May and December 2017. The relationship between Figure 6a,b can be described in terms of the pattern of lightning stroke occurrences in Western Antarctica and, interestingly, both detection systems present a similar global pattern of stroke distributions in that the number of strokes produced was greater during the summer and fall seasons in high latitude regions.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** Monthly distribution of number of strokes (a) WWLLN data from 2013 to 2017, (b) LD-350 data in the Antarctic Peninsula for 2017 starting from February 2017, and (c) the expanded view of (b) from May to December 2017. (Note, the dotted-solid line shows the mid-point value of the Y-axis).

3.3. The Occurrences of CG Lightning Strokes in all Season in Antarctica

Figure 7 represents the occurrences of CG lightning strokes and the distances of the strokes from the LD system from 15:00 to 19:00 ART. Four-hour data from each season have been chosen for the analysis during the summer (25 February), fall (8 April), winter (10 July), and spring (12 October) seasons, in the Antarctica. The center of the map represents the location of the lightning sensor installed at the Carlini Base. Figure 7a,b shows a significantly large number of strokes during the summer and fall seasons as compared with the significantly smaller number of strokes during the winter and spring seasons, illustrated in Figure 7c,d. The locations and areas of lightning stroke occurrences were approximately similar between the summer/fall and the winter/spring seasons from composite storm regions A, B, and C, as illustrated in Figure 2. On the one hand, a significant number of strokes were detected during the summer and fall seasons within 200 km from the station at the Carline Base. On the other hand, significantly fewer lightning stroke occurrences were detected during the winter and spring seasons. All strokes detected during winter and spring were from composite storm region A and storm region C, and no strokes were detected within 200 km from the lightning sensor during those seasons.
Figure 7. CG lightning strokes for a chosen day (4 h duration) in all seasons in the Western Antarctic 
(a) summer (25 February 2017), (b) fall (8 April 2017), (c) winter (10 July 2017), and (d) spring (12 October 2017).

Table 4 indicates the number of +CG and -CG lightning flashes observed during the four seasons in Antarctica. During the summer and fall seasons, the total number of CG flashes was highest, with around 645,278 and 1,313,154 flashes as compared with the winter and spring seasons with around 43,609 and 17,882 flashes, respectively. The important observation found in this study is that most of the CG flashes containing both +CG and -CG were produced during summer and fall seasons while a significantly smaller number of flashes were produced during the winter and spring seasons. This shows a similar pattern with the occurrence results shown in Figure 7a–d. The percentage of CG flashes according to seasons in the Western Antarctica show that most of the flashes (65.01%) were produced between March and May in the fall season followed by the summer months of February
and December at 31.95%. However, there is a possibility that the lower value in the summer season as compared with the fall season was due to the unavailability of LD data in January 2017. As expected, significantly lower percentages of flashes were observed in winter and spring, only 2.16% and 0.89% respectively.

Table 4. The number of +CG and −CG flashes across four seasons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>+CG</th>
<th>−CG</th>
<th>Total CG Flash</th>
<th>Percentage of CG Flashes (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>938</td>
<td>645,278</td>
<td>31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>269,182</td>
<td>374,014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>233,734</td>
<td>296,497</td>
<td>1,313,154</td>
<td>65.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>341,520</td>
<td>431,011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>4441</td>
<td>9733</td>
<td>43,609</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5049</td>
<td>11,865</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4324</td>
<td>8197</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>2477</td>
<td>4546</td>
<td>17,882</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2863</td>
<td>5770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>1136</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

Our results show, for the first time, an analysis of lightning activity carried out at the Carlini Base station situated in the western part of the Antarctic, as shown in Figure 2. The Amundsen-Bellingshausen Sea (ABS) region in the west with a distance of around 1492 km to the station is one of the regions that has high cloud occurrence throughout the year due to cyclonic circulation [45]. Figure 8 summarizes four types of clouds in the Antarctica as mentioned in Section 1 reported by Adhikari et al. [25]. The maximum (mean) value for high-level, middle-level, low-level, and deep clouds were 10.3 (9.9), 6.6 (6.4), 2.6 (2.5), and 9.1 (8.6) km, respectively.

Figure 8. Cloud classification according to the cloud base height (Hbase) and cloud thickness (CTH) in the Antarctica. (Figure created by author based on information available in the literature.)
Adhikari et al. [25] highlights that cloud occurrences during the four seasons over the Antarctica and the surrounding seas are different in terms of their inter-seasonal variation. Cloud occurrences were greater than 80% in the summer and fall seasons due to a high number of cyclonic disturbances affecting the region which resulted in more cloudiness than in the winter and spring seasons. The largest total cloud occurrences were observed at 80% to 90% at the latitude from 60 to 65° S over the ABS sector of the Western Antarctica in all four seasons, whereas less than 20% to 30% occurred over the eastern portion of the Transantarctic Mountains close to 150° E (refer to Figure 4a). Their findings (refer to Figure 6b) also indicated that the western continental region adjacent to the ABS had more than 50% cloud occurrences that were low-level clouds, within 1 to 2 km of the ground, whereas 30% were high-level clouds and extended up to 8 km above the surface. As reported by Adhikari et al. [25], more than 25% of cloud occurrences were observed above heights of 8 km westward of the Antarctic Peninsula (over the ABS Sea) during all seasons except the summer over the land. The cloud occurrence over the ocean was also similar in that more than 25% extended up to 11 km in the winter and spring seasons, whereas in the summer and fall seasons the clouds were infrequently greater than 10 km above the surface.

Therefore, the reports of cloud occurrences with sufficient positive and negative charges inside the cloud resulted in the observations of intense lightning flash occurrences observed in this study. The cloud is the primary source of lightning. Lightning information is useful to explain the electrical activity in thunderstorms and is a sign regarding the orientation of centers of charge in the Antarctic cloud through observation, especially surrounding the Southern Ocean closest to the station of the Carlini Base. Interestingly, the results in Table 2 indicate that +CG were prevalent rather than typical −CG flashes; these storms carry larger percentages of positive charges to ground and the main positive charge region is located in the lower part and a negative charge at the upper part of the storm. The characteristics of the discharge are not similar to the charge distribution in the tropical zone. This type of charge structure is quite similar to that of the storms observed in the Central Plains [13–16]. It is inferred that the discharge originates from the middle negative charge area and propagates downward to the lower positive region which results in the figure seen in this analysis of greater than 40% +CG flashes.

Adhikari et al. [25] reported in their observations that the Western Antarctica is a region with a high occurrence of cloud; more than 80% during summer and less in winter due to the almost total coverage of the region by sea ice which inhibits transfer of heat, moisture, and momentum [46]. The cold surface temperature and the extent of sea ice greatly influence occurrence in summer and winter seasons in the Antarctica. This finding supports results found in this study in which more than 96% of the CG flashes were observed between February and April during the summer and fall seasons, while less than 4% were seen during the winter and spring seasons, as tabulated in Tables 3 and 4. The results from this study using two systems are comparable in that higher distributions and number of strokes were recorded by both the LD system and the WWLLN system during the summer and fall seasons between January to April, as shown in Figure 7a,b. As expected, the result in Figure 6 also reveals that CG lightning flash observations were higher for storm regions A, B, and C during the summer and fall seasons between February and April 2017. In addition, the results shown in Figure 7a–d also strongly support the results found in this analysis which are that a higher number of CG lightning stroke occurrences were produced in the summer and fall as compared with the winter and spring seasons. This was expected due to the greater total cloud occurrence in the Antarctica during these seasons. It should be noted that the mean cloud top height and cloud thickness for high-level cloud could reach up to 9.9 km and 1.8 km during winter, and 9.4 km and 1.0 km during summer, respectively. For deep cloud, the mean cloud top height and cloud thickness observed were around 8.6 km and 7.0 km in winter and 8.3 km and 6.8 km in summer. It can be inferred that the cloud structures in the Antarctica during the winter and summer seasons were approximately similar to the cloud structure in Sweden during the summer with low cloud tops [10].
5. Conclusions

This paper has presented the results analyzed from a total of 2,019,923 CG flashes which were detected during 11 months of observation at the Carlini Base station in the Western Antarctica. The analysis that these flashes consisted of 43.01% +CG and 56.99% −CG flashes. Three locations and areas of active composite thunderstorms (storm region A, storm region B, and storm region C) were detected, where lightning strokes occurred more prevalently around the Antarctic Peninsula. Storm region B produced more CG flashes than storm region A and storm region C because storm region B was located closer to the station, i.e., within a radius of 100 km. The important finding to be highlighted from this study is that more than 96% of the CG flashes, including +CG and −CG flashes, were produced during the summer and fall seasons while less than 4% of CG flashes were produced during the winter and spring seasons because of the differences in cloud occurrence over the Antarctic continental (Western and Eastern part) and ocean areas.
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